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Course Description 
 
This course is designed to provide students with hands-on experience in the execution of sustainable 
business practices to fill a need articulated by an operating public or private organization. 
 
This semester students will work in teams on a suite of related projects submitted by Columbus-based 
Hexion Inc. (www.Hexion.com).  
 
It is anticipated that students will work closely in a client-type relationship with Hexion representatives.   
Students may expect to spend considerable time in telephone consultation with the project client to collect 
information, to vet and refine ideas, and to test conclusions and recommendations.  Additionally, 
approximately half of the scheduled class time will be programmed for student teams to work 
independently on their respective projects. 
 

Pre-requisite 
 
Enrollment in this course is limited to students who have completed BA 3640.02 – Sustainability in 
Business: Principles and Concepts. 
 

mailto:Drobny.3@osu.edu
http://www.momentive.com/
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1.0 - Class Meeting Schedule 
 
The class meeting schedule is contained in Attachment 1; it is subject to adjustment to accommodate 
evolving needs associated with the execution of the projects.  Students should note that approximately 
half of the scheduled class time is programmed for student teams to work independently on their 
respective projects. 
 

2.0 - Team Projects 
 

An overview of  the projects to be conducted by project teams are contained in Attachment 2. The scope 
and objectives of specific projects will be introduced the first week of class by Hexion representatives.   
 
The projects will have three phases – designated as Components A, B, and C.  Each component will have 
a graded deliverable. 
 
It is anticipated that there will be 44 students enrolled in the course and that there will be eleven teams of 
four students each. 
 
2.1 - Preparation  
 
As a specialty chemicals company, Hexion’s sustainability initiatives are built around the concepts of 
green chemistry.  Accordingly, Hexion executives will visit class early in the semester to provide a 
basic/layman’s level understanding of the topic that will be important in doing the team projects.  As 
preparation you should be familiar with the Sustainability Pages of the Hexion website. 
 
Additionally, during the first week of class you should review the following sources to help build your 
understanding of the key concepts of green chemistry:  
 
Green Chemistry 
12 Principles of Green Chemistry 
Warner Babcock Institute for Green Chemistry 
The Green Chemistry Commitment 
 
2.2 - Your Audience 
 
Typically the primary and only audience for classroom reports is the instructor.  That is not the case with 
the reports on the Hexion projects.  The reports on this work will likely end up in the hands of Hexion 
executives and staff around the world.  For this reason it will be important that the final (Component C) 
reports be “stand alone” documents which set the context for the work and the general guidelines under 
which you performed the work (e.g. access to secondary sources only).  Also, to be taken seriously, the 
reports must have a professional look and feel, which is why it is important to follow the guidelines 
provided in an attachment to this syllabus.  The instructor’s role is to coach you so that you hit this target 
as closely as possible. 
 

3.0 - Deliverables 
 
Students will have several deliverables due in conjunction with the team projects. Additionally, all 
students will be responsible for three individual deliverables 
 
Due dates for deliverables are outlined in section 5.0 of the syllabus 
 
 
 

https://www.hexion.com/Sustainability/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_chemistry
http://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/greenchemistry/what-is-green-chemistry/principles/12-principles-of-green-chemistry.html
http://www.warnerbabcock.com/
http://www.beyondbenign.org/
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3.1 – Team Project Deliverables 
 
The team projects will have three phases designated as Components A, B and C.  Each component will 
have two deliverables – an in-class presentation and a text document.  Details on the scope of each 
component are outlined briefly in Attachment 2 and will be reviewed in detail in class.  
 
3.2 – Individual Deliverables 
 

3.2.1 – Review Exam 
 
As mentioned in the last class of the Autumn Semester class (BA 3640.02) a review exam will be 
given covering key points covered in Autumn semester that are especially pertinent to work which 
will be assigned in Spring Semester.  This exam will consist only of questions from the midterm 
exams given in Autumn semester.  Those exams (with answers) are posted in Canvas.  The exam will 
be given in class on January 25. 
 
3.2.2 – Position Paper 

 
Based on research (supported by documented references) and your own critical thinking prepare a 
position paper that supports or refutes the assertion that the Trump administration will seriously 
inhibit progress of the business community toward sustainable practices.  The target length for the 
paper is 1000 words, excluding text devoted to the table of contents and a list of references. 
 
3.2.3 - Book Report 

 
Read and report on a book listed on Canvas (which may be borrowed from the instructor) OR one of 
the following books: 

 
1. Switch – How to Change Things When Change is Hard. Chip Heath & Dan Heath. (2010). 
2. Thinking Fast and Slow. Daniel Kahneman. (2011). 
3. Out of Our Minds – Learning to be Creative. Sir Ken Robinson. (2011). 
4. Creative Innovators.- The Making of Young People Who Will Change the World.  Tony 

Wagner. (2012). 
 

The projects selected by Hexion are offered to the class on the basis that creative innovative 
approaches will have the greatest potential for yielding solutions.  The above four books were 
selected to reinforce student learning in that space. The instructor does not have copies of 
these book to loan, but does have copies you can inspect to help you make a selection. All are 
available for purchase online at very reasonable prices, especially in “Used” condition. 
 

The book reports should not just be a summary of the main points of the book, but should include 
what the student agreed with (or disagreed with) or liked (or disliked) about the book, and why.  If all 
you do is summarize the book, your grade will be penalized.  The instructor has single copies of 
nearly all the books (except the four listed above) which may be borrowed. The target length for book 
reports is 500 words. 

 
4.0 - Grading  
 
Your course grade will be a combination of the required deliverables and one extra credit option (if you 
choose to take advantage of the opportunities offered): 
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4.1 - Team Project  
 
As noted previously, there are three components for the team projects. They are listed below along with 
the relative weight each will have in determining the overall course grade. Each component includes both 
an in-class PowerPoint Presentation and a written text document.   
 

• Component A –  10 percent 
• Component B  – 15 percent 
• Component C –  35 percent 
            Total  60 percent 

 
For guidance in preparing your project reports copies of Component A, B and C reports that received a 
grade of A in previous offerings of the class are posted on Canvas. 
 
At the end of the semester all team members will be surveyed for input on the performance of their 
project team members using the rubric in Attachment 3. 
 
Additionally, Hexion representatives who will be guiding you in your project work will be solicited for 
their input on your collective and individual performance midway through the semester and at the end of 
the semester. The questions they will be asked are in Attachment 4 
 
4.2 – Review Exam 
 
The review exam will count 10 percent of your overall grade 
 
4.3 – Position Paper 
 
The position paper will count 20 percent of your overall grade.   
 
4.4 – Book Report 
 
The book report will count 10 percent of your overall grade. 
 

As noted above, the book reports should not just be a summary of the main points of the book, 
but should include what you agreed with (or disagreed with) or liked (or disliked) about the book, 
and why.  If all you do is summarize the book, your grade will be penalized.   

 
4.5 – Extra Credit Options 
 
There are three options for earning extra credit, but you may only do one of them.  Extra credit 
deliverables will not be accepted late. 
 
4.5.1 – Attend and Report on Two Films (option 1) 
 
You may attend and report on any two of six films being shown on campus throughout the semester on 
six Tuesday evenings 7:00-8:45 PM.  Details as to location and film content are here.  
 
To receive extra credit you must submit a 250-300 word reflection paper on each film you attend 
emphasizing film contents that would be of interest from a sustainability in business point of view.  Your 
papers will be graded on an S – Satisfactory or U – Unsatisfactory basis.  If you receive an S on both 
papers your course grade based on all other work will be increased on grade increment, e.g. a B+ would 

http://epn.osu.edu/node/193
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become an A ‒.  The reflection papers will be due by 10 PM on the Tuesday night following the showing 
of the firm (e.g. you have a week to write the papers). 
 
You will note in the above hyperlink that there is also 1- credit independent study option associated with 
attendance at all six films; if you pursue that opportunity you may not claim this extra credit option for 
BA 3642.02. 
 
The six film titles and dates are: 
 
Jan. 24 – “Green Fire – Aldo Leopold and a land ethic for our time” 
Jan. 31 – “Before the Flood’” 
Feb. 7 – “Red Gold” 
Feb. 14 – “Years of Living Dangerously, Season Two, Episode 1, Racing Against Time” 
Feb. 21 – “Return of the River” 
Feb. 28 – Years of Living Dangerously, Season Two, Episode 8, Uprising” 
 
 
4.5.2 – Volunteer 20 hours to assist Green Columbus in planning and executing Columbus” Earth Day 
Celebration in 2017 (option 2). 
 
Local non-profit, Green Columbus, and hundreds of volunteers, have been the driving force behind 
Columbus’ world class celebration of Earth Day since 2007.   
 
To qualify for this extra credit option you must volunteer a minimum of 20 hours in support of the 2017 
Earth Day event in Columbus.  A minimum of 15 of the 20 required hours must be earned performing 
non-clerical services and/or/non-manual labor. 
 
To receive extra credit you must submit a 500 word reflection paper on your volunteer experience 
describing the nature of work performed and the value you added to the success of the event.  That paper 
must include the signature of Kristen Pendrey, the Green Columbus Earth Day manager, attesting to the 
accuracy of what you wrote.  Your papers will be graded on an S – Satisfactory or U – Unsatisfactory 
basis.  If you receive an S on your paper your course grade based on all other work will be increased two 
grade increments, e.g. a B would become an A ‒.  The reflection papers will be due by 10 PM on 
Wednesday, April 26. 
 
To explore opportunities for earning extra credit under this option contact Kristen Pendrey 
(kristenpendrey@gmail.com).  
 
4.5.3 - Certification as a Sustainability Professional (option 3) 
 
The International Society for Sustainability Professionals (ISSP) offers the only avenue for sustainability 
professionals to seek formal certification.  The ISSP certification is similar to the LEED certification for 
professionals interested in “green” buildings in that certification is exam-based and is achieved at two 
levels: an associate level and a full professional level.  The instructor believes that EEDS majors midway 
through their junior year have a good chance to achieve the ISSP associate level certification, especially if 
they take advantage of the exam preparation materials available through ISSP.  
 
The cost to take the associate level exam is $75 for student membership in ISSP and $175 to register for 
the exam. 
 
The current window for taking the ISSP associate level exam is open now and will remain open until 
February 18.  To receive extra credit under this option you must register for and take the exam and 

mailto:kristenpendrey@gmail.com
http://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/
https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/sustainability-professional-certification
https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/civicrm/contribute/transact?reset=1&id=1
https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/sustainability-professional-certification/application
https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/sustainability-professional-certification/application
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provide the instructor with evidence that you have done so (e.g. email confirmation from ISSP).  Doing so 
will result in your course grade for other course requirements to be increased by one increment, e.g. a B+ 
would become an A‒. You do not need to pass the exam to receive the extra credit. 
 
Achieving the ISSP-SA (Sustainability Associate) certification will be a strong resume builder.  During 
the first round of SA certification testing in 2015, people 192 worldwide passed the exam, 53 of whom 
also passed the exam for full professional certification in 2016. 
 
An optional free informational webinar on the certification exam and process is scheduled for January 10, 
2017 from 11:00 am EST to 11:30 am EST for which you must register in advance at the referenced link. 

 
4.6 – Two Related Points 
 
Late Deliverables:  A late required deliverable will be penalized one grade increment for each 6 hours it 
is late. For an example a deliverable that would normally be graded a B would be graded as a B- if it is 6 
hours late, as a C+ if it is 12 hours late, etc.  Late deliverables for extra credit will not be accepted. 
 
Guidelines for Presentations and Documents:  Attachment 5 contains guidelines for presentations and 
documents which will be factors in grading.    
 

5.0 - Deliverable Due Dates 
 
It is recommended that you put these and other key dates into your calendar: 
 
Review Exam: In class on January 25. 
 
Team Project Deliverables: 
 
Component A and B Deliverables: Electronic copies (only one from each team is needed) of the 
PowerPoint presentations and the associated text reports in MS Word format are due by 10 PM on the 
date of the presentation.   
 
Component C Deliverables:  Component C is in essence your final project report in which you will tie all 
things together.  An electronic copy of your presentation is due by 10 PM on the date of the presentation.  
However, your report is not due until 10 PM on the 2nd  day following your presentation.  These 
requirements are summarized below. 

 
 

Date of Presentation* 
 

 
Power Point Due 

 
Report Due 

 
April 17 

 

 
April 17 

 
April 19 

 
April 19 

 
April 19 

 
April 21 

 
 

April 24 
 

 
April 24 

 
April 26 

 
*Teams will be assigned to one of the scheduled dates. 
 

https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/certifiedprofessionals#SAList
https://www.sustainabilityprofessionals.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=5782
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Position Paper: due via email to the instructor in MS Word Format by 10 PM, Friday April 1. 
 
Book Report: due via email to the instructor in MS Word Format by 10 PM, Friday March 25.  
 

Written deliverables may be submitted in advance of the due dates. 
 
 

6.0 - Administrative Matters 
 

6.1 - Diversity 
 
We will, as a group and as individuals, hold ourselves accountable for demonstrating an openness to and 
appreciation for ideas of others.  This means being conspicuously respectful of each other on all occasions 
and in all of our class transactions. 
 
6.2 - Disability 
 
Every effort will be made to provide each student with a meaningful learning opportunity.  If there are 
any obstacles that could prevent you from learning effectively, please set an appointment with the 
instructor so that we might jointly figure out how to circumvent those obstacles.  Any student who feels 
s/he may need an accommodation based on the impact of a disability should contact the instructor 
privately to discuss specific needs. The Office for Disability Services, 614-292-3307, in room 150 
Pomerene Hall can assist with coordinating reasonable accommodations should there be a need. 
 
6.3 - Academic Misconduct 
 
All students are expected to abide by the university’s Code of Student Conduct which may be found on 
the website of the Office of Academic Affairs, Committee on Academic Misconduct (COAM):  
http://oaa.osu.edu/coam/home.html.  Your attention is particularly called to guidance on plagiarism: 
http://oaa.osu.edu/coam/hownottoplagiarize.pdf.  The instructor is obligated by University policy to 
report to COAM all suspected cases of academic misconduct.   
 
If you are unclear regarding any aspect of University policy on the above matters, discuss your questions 
with the instructor. 
 
6.4 - Non Attendance Policy 
 
Fisher College of Business strongly enforces University attendance policies. As per University rule 3335-
8-33, any student may be disenrolled from a course for failure to attend by the first Friday of the term, or 
by the 3rd instructional day of the term, or by the second class meeting, whichever occurs first.   
 
6.5 - Absences and Tardiness 
 
You are expected to attend class even when the agenda is for team presentations and your team is not 
presenting.  To perform at the top of their game, presenters need an audience and you are expected to play 
that role when it is your turn to do so. 
 
Excused absences will be approved by the instructor on a case-by-case basis. Except where an emergency 
is involved, requests should be made by phone or email at least 3 days in advance.  Attendance at all class 
sessions and team project work sessions is paramount to the successful performance of you individually 
and to your team as a whole;  Consistent attendance or lack thereof will be a factor in determining your 
overall course grade.   
 

http://oaa.osu.edu/coam/home.html
http://oaa.osu.edu/coam/hownottoplagiarize.pdf
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Classes will start on time.  Arriving late is a disruption to a speaker when one is scheduled and to the 
class as a whole.  If you have a need to be late, advise the instructor in advance, except when 
circumstances are unforeseeable.  Also enter as unobtrusively as possible if you arrive late. 
 
6.6 - Mobile Devices 
 
Mobile devices, except laptops for note taking, shall be turned off and out of sight. Violation of this 
requirement will be cause for dismissal from the classroom.  
 
 

******************* 
 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS 
 
The syllabus contains seven attachments. For ease of reference they are listed below. 
 

1. Class Meeting Schedule 
2. Hexion 2017 Sustainability Project  
3. Project Team Member Evaluations 
4. Questions to be Asked of Hexion Representatives  
5. Guidelines for Presentations and Text Documents 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 

Class Meeting Schedule 
 

Mondays 12:45 P – 2:05 PM 
 

Wednesdays 12:45 PM – 2:05 PM 
l 

1/9 
Course Overview, 

Review of Syllabus and  
Formation of Project Teams 

 

 1/11 
Introduction to the team projects 

By Hexion 
 

1/16 
NO CLASS 

Martin Luther King Day 

1/18 
Projects Q&A, Green Chemistry discussion, 

and Hexion Guidance on Component A 
 

1/23 
Projects Q&A, Green Chemistry discussion, 

and Hexion Guidance on Component A 
 

1/25 
Review Exam and 

Project Teams work independently 
in 405 Mason 

1/30 
Project Teams work independently 

Any location 

2/1 
Project Teams work independently 

in 405 Mason 
 

2/6 
Project Teams work independently 

Any location 
 

2/8 
Project Teams present Component A Results 

6 teams @ 12 min. ea. 
 

2/13  
Project Teams present Component A Results 

5 teams @ 12 min. ea. 
 

2/15 
Projects Q&A and 

Hexion Guidance on Component B 
 

2/20 
Project Teams (all members) Meet 

w/Instructor   
10-min per team progress reviews 

 

2/22 
Project Teams work independently 

In 405 Mason 
 

2/27 
Project Teams work independently 

Any location 

3/1 
Project Teams work independently 

In 405 Mason 
 

3/6 
Project Teams present Component B Results 

6 teams @ 12 min. ea. 
 

3/8  
Project Teams present Component B Results 

5 teams @ 12 min. ea. 
 

3/13 
NO CLASS 
Spring Break 

3/15  
NO CLASS 
Spring Break 
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3/20 

Projects Q&A and 
Hexion Guidance on Component C 

 

3/22 
Project Teams work independently 

In 405 Mason 
 

3/27 
Project Teams work independently 

Any location 
 

3/29 
Project Teams (all members) Meet 

w/Instructor   
10 min per team progress reviews 

 
4/3 

Project Teams work independently 
Any location 

4/5 
Project Teams work independently 

In 405 Mason 
 
 

4/10 
Project Teams work independently 

Any location 

4/12 
Project Teams work independently 

In 405 Mason 
 

4/17 
Project Teams present Component C Results 

4 teams @ 15 min. ea. 
 

4/19 
Project Teams present Component C Results 

4 teams @ 15 min. ea. 
 

4/24 
Project Teams present Component C Results 

3 teams @ 15 min. ea. 
 

 
 
 

 
Note: during all sessions where the agenda is for project teams to work independently, the 
instructor will be in 405 Mason Hall. 

 
 

 
Blue shading indicates Hexion representatives will attend class  
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 

Hexion 2016 Sustainability Project 
In conjunction with  

The Ohio State University 
 
 
Hexion Project Contact: 
 

• Tanis Marquette – Global Sustainability Lead – (614) 225-3458 0ffice – 
tanis.marquette@hexion.com 

 
 
Project Description: 
 
Hexion, a leading Specialty and Performance Materials Company is focused on “sustainability” as a long 
term strategy to drive stakeholder value by responsibly managing its assets, products, the environment, 
and operations in the communities in which it operates. In order to further this goal, Hexion leverages 
existing processes and programs to develop sustainable solutions utilizing sound science.  To assist in 
Hexion’s overarching “sustainability” vision and goal, a Maturity Map and Materiality Matrix will be  
constructed to better visualize the importance of particular sustainability and green metrics and how the 
company is currently performing in 11 market segments of importance to Hexion.  Ultimately, these tools 
will provide insight and transparency to “sustainability” company-wide and areas of opportunity for 
continued growth in these strategically business critical areas, and an opportunity for key stakeholder 
engagement. 
 
Deliverables: 
 
There will be three phases or components to the project as follows for which the deliverables will be as 
follows: 
 
Component A – Individual team market segment analysis to describe material issues for the segment to 
identify leaders and laggards, and an initial industry trend analysis. 
 
Component B – Maturity map.  
 
Component C – Final market analysis based on the maturity map and a materiality matrix augmented by 
industry research and including strategic recommendations for Hexion’s targeted industry segments. 
 
Market Segments: 
 
The market segments selected for analysis by the project teams are as follows.  
 

1. Building  & Construction – Residential (United States) 
2. Building & Construction – Residential (Rest of the world)  
3. Building & Construction – Infrastructure (Bridges, highways, pipelines, etc.) 
4. Transportation – Vehicles (Autos, trucks and busses) 
5. Transportation – Other (Marine & rail) 
6. Transportation – Aerospace (Aircraft, rockets, satellites)  
7. Agriculture - China  
8. Agriculture – Rest of the world  

mailto:tanis.marquette@hexion.com
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9. Coatings - Architectural   
10. Coatings - Industrial  
11. Renewable Energy – Wind, Wave and Geothermal  

 
Maturity Map: 
 
The Maturity Map is a strategic tool utilized to provide insight to a company’s current state and 
understanding of “sustainability.”  It charts the company’s sustainability progress in numerous metrics 
including overall cultural acceptance, ultimately making transparent the current state and areas of 
improvement in order to progress further.  Hexion will provide a template for preparing the maturity map 
for companies of interest in each of the 11 market segments.. 
 
Materiality Matrix: 
 
The Materiality Assessment documents the views of all the stakeholders that can potentially influence a 
company’s sustainability strategy and external brand perception. It lays the foundation for a 
comprehensive approach to sustainability implementation by identifying issues that are most critical to 
the business and its stakeholders.   
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ATTACHMENT 3 
 

Project Team Member Evaluations 
 

Course __BA 3642.02_______________      Semester _____Spring__2016___________ 
 

Project title/topic: _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

Team 
Member 

A 

Team 
Member  

B 

Team 
Member 

C 

Team 
Member 

D 

Team 
Member 

E 
First Initial & last 

name> 
 

Evaluation Factors: 

    (Your 
name) 

“Participation” means 
the member attends 
meetings, shares in 
discussions, and carries 
an equal amount of the 
workload for all 
deliverables. 

     

“Contribution” means 
the member provides 
insights that add value to 
the overall effort, 
submits assignments on 
time, and does 
professional work. 

     

“Citizenship” means the 
member is open to the 
ideas of others, is 
respectful of the team, 
and effectively 
represents the team 
outside of class.   

     

 
Rate each team member’s performance on each of the three evaluation factors using the 
following scale: 
 
1 – Performed at a level significantly higher than the others 
 
2 - Performed at a level somewhat higher than the others 
 
3 - Performed at a level equal to the others 
 
4 - Performed at a level somewhat lower than the others 
 
5 - Performed at a level significantly lower than the others 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
 
 

Questions to be Asked of Hexion representatives  
 
 

Midway through the project  
 
 

1. Does the team have a project focus with which you are satisfied 
 

2. Are they making satisfactory progress?  
 

3. Are they using effectively the time you spend with them?  
 

4. Do you have any concerns to share?     
 
 
 
At the End of the Project 

 
1. Were your expectations of the project met? 

 
2. Did any team members stand out to you as exceptional contributors or non-

contributors? 
 

3. What did the team do well? 
 

4. What could have been improved? 
 

***** 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

 
Guidelines for Presentations and Text Documents 

 
To help your grades in delivering presentations and preparing formal documents follow these 
guidelines: 
 

Presentations 
 

• Introduce self/selves and state topic 
• Speak loud enough to be heard – clearly and distinctly. 
• Tailor the detail to be conveyed to the time allotted. 
• Organize your thoughts. 
• Stick to the allotted time. 
• Make eye contact with your audience. 
• Limit reliance on note cards. 
• Monetize the impact of any recommendations 
• Close/summarize the presentation – don’t just stop 
• Ask for questions – time permitting. 
• Dress for success. 
• In team presentations, design in smooth handoffs. 
• Practice in advance. 

 
If using slides 
 
• Don’t choose a design that distracts from content. 
• Minimize word density – choose key phrases to emphasize key points. 
• Make eye contact with the audience. 
• Show some energy/enthusiasm for your message. 
• Don’t read slides. 
• Make sure verbal delivery tracks content on slides. 
• Design slides so they can “stand alone,” if necessary 
• Employ one or more closing slides. 

 
Grading: Presentations will be graded on style (i.e. the above bulleted items) and  
content, with an emphasis on content.  

 
 

Text Documents 
 

• Use a cover page indicating report title, date, names of authors. 
• Include a table of contents including a list of figures and tables. 
• Include an Executive Summary at the beginning, immediately following the table of 

contents. 
• Number the pages and reflect them in the table of contents and the lists of figures and 

tables. 
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• Number tables and figures and refer to them in the text. 
• Use a consistent voice throughout the report – don’t switch from “I concluded” to “we 

concluded” to “It was concluded”, etc. 
• Employ headings and subheadings to break up major blocks of text. 
• Include a summary/conclusions section or whatever is appropriate to the project to bring 

the report and your work to conclusion. 
• Include citations/references for information sources relied upon. 
• Use spell check software to avoid spelling and grammar errors. 

  
 

Team Project Reports    - COMPONENT  C  REPORT  ONLY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
Include in the report as the last section 100-word summaries written by each student 
summarizing his or her contribution to the project. If a team has five students that means five 
100-word summaries. 

 
Grading: Documents will be graded on structure and composition (i.e. the above bulleted 
items) and content (factors such as depth of analysis, innovation/creativity, and 
clarity/organization of ideas are important factors in this regard), with an emphasis on 
content. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Example Component A, B and C reports from prior years that received grades of A are 
posted on Canvas 
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